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ABSTRACT
Algorithms are powerful and necessary tools behind a large part of
the information we use every day. However, they may introduce
new sources of bias, discrimination and other unfair practices that
affect people who are unaware of it. Greater algorithm transparency
is indispensable to providemore credible and reliable services. More-
over, requiring developers to design transparent algorithm-driven
applications allows them to keep the model accessible and human
understandable, increasing the trust of end users. In this paper we
present EBAnO, a new engine able to produce prediction-local ex-
planations for a black-box model exploiting interpretable feature
perturbations. EBAnO exploits the hypercolumns representation
together with the cluster analysis to identify a set of interpretable
features of images. Furthermore two indices have been proposed
to measure the influence of input features on the final prediction
made by a CNNmodel. EBAnO has been preliminary tested on a set
of heterogeneous images. The results highlight the effectiveness of
EBAnO in explaining the CNN classification through the evaluation
of interpretable features influence.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Transparent data solutions is an emerging area of data management
and analytics with a considerable impact on society. This is an
important subject of debate in both engineering and law, involving
scientists as well as activists and the press, because of the profound
societal effects of such discrimination and biases.
In the last few years algorithms have been widely exploited
in many practical use cases, thus they increasingly support and
influence various aspects of our life. With little transparency in
the sense that it is very difficult to ascertain why and how they
produce a certain output, wrongdoing is possible. For example,
algorithms can promote healthy habits by recommending activities
that minimize risks only for a subset of the population because
of biased training data. Whether these effects are intentional or
not, they are increasingly difficult to spot due the opaque nature
of machine learning and data mining. Since algorithms affect us,
transparent and better algorithms are indispensable by making
accessible not only the results of the data management and analysis
but also the processes and models used.
Today, the most efficient machine learning algorithms - such as
deep neural networks - operate essentially as black boxes. Specifi-
cally, deep learning algorithms have an increasing impact on our
everyday life: complex models obtained with deep neural network
architectures represent the new state-of-the-art in many domains
[18] concerning image and video processing [13], natural language
processing [4] and speech recognition [11]. However, neural net-
work architectures present a natural propensity to opacity in terms
of understanding data processing and prediction [21, 22]. This over-
all opacity leads to black-box systems where the user remains com-
pletely unaware of the process that models inputs over output
predictions. Thus, with the introduction of complex, black-box
systems, in the real world decision-making process, the need for
algorithmic transparency becomes even more prominent.
This paper presents a new engine, named EBAnO (Explaining
BlAck-box mOdel) to explain the main relationships between the
inputs and outputs of a given prediction made by a black-box al-
gorithm. As a first attempt EBAnO explains predictions made by a
convolutional neural network (CNN) [14] on image classification.
To this aim, the main contributions of this work are threefold:
• Definition of a set of interpretable features (input) character-
izing the images through hypercolumn representation [10].
Hypercolums, representing pixels of a given image through
all CNN layers, are clustered through K-means [12] to iden-
tify groups of correlated pixels. Each group models a given
portion of the image representing an interpretable feature
used to explain the black-box model.
• Definition of two indices to explain the behavior of the black-
box model. The first, IR , measures the local influence of input
feature with respect to the real class of the image, while the
second, IRP , measures the inter-class feature influence for
each feature of an image. Through these indices EBAnO
provides more insights on how a black-box model works.
• Definition of an iterative process of perturbation (based on
blur) and classification to analyze the real impact/influence
of a given interpretable feature over the local classification.
A preliminary experimental validation of EBAnO performed on
85 images demonstrate the effectiveness of EBAnO in providing
interesting relationships between a set of interpretable features
characterizing the images and the class label selected through the
CNN black-box model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a general
overview of the EBAnOengine providing process details in sections
2.1 and 2.2, while in section 3 some of the more interesting pre-
liminary results are discussed with a detailed explanation of the
meaning of the IR and IRP indexes. Lastly, section 4 provides a
general discussion about other related works and some final con-
siderations.
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Figure 1: Process
2 THE EBANO ENGINE
EBAnO(Explaining BlAck-box mOdel) is a new data analytics en-
gine to open up black-box algorithms by increasing their trans-
parency. Its ultimate aim is to put existing, effective, and efficient
algorithms to practical use cases. The EBAnO engine explains the
inner functioning of algorithms by providing explanations about
the outcome produced through a deep convolutional neural net-
work. EBAnO analyzes the impact of each input feature on the final
outcome (classification) through an iterative process based on input
perturbation and classification and it has been tailored to the image
processing and classification.
A convolutional network (CNN) [14] is a deep, feed-forward ar-
tificial neural network composed of many specialized hidden layers
i.e. convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully connected layers and
normalization layers. They have had great success in large-scale
image and video recognition, achieving state-of-the-art accuracy on
classification and localisation tasks, also thanks to very deep convo-
lutional networks [20]. The main limitation of CNNs exploitation
in many practical use cases is due to their opacity, i.e., their inner
functioning is unclear. EBAnO helps CNNs to be more transparent.
When given a pre-trained classification model, obtained through
a black-box system (e.g., CNNs), EBAnO identifies an interpretable
explanation over a local classification. Figure 1 shows the main
building blocks of the EBAnO architecture. If given an image, the
Interpretable Features Extraction step is performed through the hy-
percolumns extracted from the target convolutional model to iden-
tify a set of interpretable features (input) characterizing the images.
An iterative perturbation of image features is then applied. At every
iteration the system performs the classification on the perturbed
image and produces a transparency report to provide details about
how the algorithm made the prediction. To this aim, two innova-
tive indices have been proposed. The following sections describe
the interpretable feature extraction process , and then address the
generation of the transparency report.
2.1 Interpretable feature extraction
The first step towards the human-oriented analytics process is the
definition of a set of interpretable features to correctly explain the
forecasting/classification of a black-box model. The identification
of this set of features when dealing with unstructured data, such
as images and textual data, requires ad-hoc strategies to correctly
ascertain why and how a given black-box classifier produces a
certain output.
Interpretable features should be neither too specific nor too
general to effectively explain the classification outcome. In image
processing, a single pixel of an image is both totally trifling and
completely opaque in explaining how a black-box classifier pro-
duces a given output, whereas portions of image defined by a set
of correlated pixels should be intuitively more effective.
To identify portions of image to be used as interpretable fea-
tures EBAnO performs a Simultaneous Detection and Segmentation
(SDS) analysis [9] based on hypercolumns [10] and cluster analysis
via the K-Means algorithm [12].
The SDS process is particularly suitable for this task because of
its ability to segment the image in multiple portions, identifying the
presence of multiple instances of the same object in an image. Figure
3d shows a clear example of multiple instance identificationwith the
4 highlighted items belonging to the same group of objects (in the
specific case, 4 pizzas). Algorithms based on CNNs use the output
of the last network layer to model the analyzed features. However,
this layer usually produces a very coarse, not easily interpretable
output, that cannot be used to explain the classification outcome. At
the opposite side, earlier layers (hidden layers) are characterized by
too many details, losing their semantic expressiveness. We believe
that all the information contained in different CNN layers should
be exploited to correctly explain the prediction outcome. Thus,
hypercolumns provides an exhaustive behavioral description of the
pixels through all the layers of the CNN.
Hypercolumns have been widely exploited in the SDS pipeline
[10] yielding new state-of-the-art accuracy values in object detec-
tion and image segmentation. However in this work we use them
with a different purpose and a slight variant in the implementation.
In EBAnO hypercolumns are used to identify correlated portions
of the image instead of well defined objects, so the segmentation
step is simpler (based on the K-means [12]) than the one described
in [10].
Given a black box CNN model composed of many layers and a
labeled image belonging to a specific class, we compute the hyper-
columns for each pixel of the image, as described in [10]. Specifically,
given an image, we process it with a CNN and get only its represen-
tation through the most representative layers. A matrix of vectors
is generated where each column in the matrix represents an input
pixel through the relevant CNN layers.
Hypercolumns are then clustered exploiting the k-means al-
gorithm to identify groups of pixels representing interpretable
portions of the image with similar behavior through the most rep-
resentative layers of the CNN model. The output of the cluster
analysis produces k groups of correlated pixels corresponding to k
interpretable features. Figure 2 shows an example of interpretable
feature extraction through hypercolumns and cluster analysis. It is
noticeable how this strategy is able to identify homogeneous and
highly interpretable portions of an image.
2.2 Influence analysis
When given a set of interpretable features for a specific labeled
image, EBAnO performs an iterative process of input perturbation
(based on blur) and classification to analyze the impact of input over
the classifier output. First, EBAnOexploits the black-box model to
identify, for the original image, the set of probability values for each
membership class. Then, for each interpretable feature, EBAnO per-
forms a blur perturbation of the original image in correspondence
with a given feature and it uses the black-box model to predict the
2
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Interpretable feature extraction example with K =
10. Figure 2a represents the original image. Figure 2b shows
the image after the segmentation through hypercolumns
clustering. Figure 2c shows the visual report produced by
EBAnO
set of probability values for each membership class of the perturbed
image.
Since our aim is to explain how the model works rather than
assess how far the classification is accurate, we suppose that we
know the label (membership class) of the original image. EBAnO
computes two indices to explain the black-box model behaviour:
• The IR index (Influence Relation ) measures the local influ-
ence of the input feature with respect to the real class of the
image.
• The IRP index (Influence Relation Precision ) measures the
inter-class influence of input features
The IR index is calculated for each perturbed image as the ratio
between the probability of belonging to the real class of the original
image and the corresponding probability of the perturbed image.
It ranges in [0, inf). When there are no features able to give the
correct label to the image, IR is equal to 0. On the other hand, there
is no upper limit to the IR value. Specifically, IR assumes a very
high value if the probability of belonging to the real class of the
original image is very high and the probability of the perturbed
version of the image has a value close to 0. Both values are rare
enough to be considered exceptions that never affect this kind of
analysis. In general IR values higher then 1 represent a positive
influence of the feature, while values lower then 1 show a negative
influence over the prediction of the real class.
To measure the influence of each input feature in the whole
set of classes the IRP index is proposed. IRP is computed as the
ratio between the IR value for the target class and the weighted
average of IR for whole set of predicted classes, where the weights
correspond to the probabilities of the predicted membership class
for the original image.
IRP represents the ability of an input feature to uniquely repre-
sent the class of the original image. For IRP values lower than 1
the input feature not only has an impact on the predicted class but
also on all the others. Instead, if the IRP value is higher than 1, the
importance of the input feature for the real class is significant with
respect to the whole set of predicted classes. Obviously, perturba-
tions with IRP values close to 1 can be considered neutral in the
prediction process.
EBAnO produces a report as output for each image classifica-
tion/prediction. In the original image it highlights each feature’s
influence (figure 2c) and it provides details about the perturbation
process along with the probability to belong to the real class and
both IR and IRP values.
3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Some of the preliminary results obtained through the EBAnO sys-
tem are discussed here below. Preliminary development and experi-
mental settings. EBAnO is implemented in python and it exploits the
features of Keras [3], a high-level neural network library, running
on top of TensorFlow [7]. We exploit the K-means algorithm imple-
mented in the scikit-learn python library [16] with the K-means++
initialization strategy. The convolutional model selected for this
preliminary work is the VGG-16 [20] developed by the VGG team
from Oxford for the ImageNet competition ILSVRC-2014. It is a
black-box model composed of 16 layers (convolutional and fully
connected layers) and it is able to predict, for each image, a member-
ship class probability label from a predefined set of 1000 classes. To
identify the set of interpretable features for each image we consider
the hypercolumns for the last 10 layers of the CNN model. These
layers correspond to the most representative ones. Moreover, we
experimentally define the k parameter for the K-means to 10.
Preliminary results were obtained on a set of 85 images of which
75 belong to as many categories and 10 belong to the same category
pizza.
Preliminary experiments address the evaluation of interpretable
feature influence to explain block-box model. Figure 2 shows the
original version of a sample image belonging to class mouse, the
analysis of 10 interpretable features and the visual report of feature
influence produced by EBAnO. The black-box model alone is not
able to predict themouse class for the original imagewithin the top 5
predictions as shown in Table 1. Indeed, themouse label is predicted
just with 5.10% of probability conversely to the wrong prediction
of hand_blower with a probability of 26.20% (see Table 1). EBAnO
explores the impact of each interpretable feature to understand
what the reason behind the misleading prediction is. In Table 2 the
analysis of 4 interpretable features (i.e., 2 relevant/positive impact,
1 neutral and 1 irrelevant/negative impact features on the final
prediction) of the mouse in Figure 2 is reported and analyzed. The
first feature (row 1 in Table 2) describes the contour of the mouse.
When we perturbed this portion of the picture the probability of
the image belonging to class of mouse decreases. Therefore, the
impact of the contours of the mouse has a positive impact on the
prediction of themouse class and this is highlighted by the IR value
equal to 5.10. The third interpretable feature (row 3 in Table 2)
models top and right edges of the image and it can be considered
neutral to the prediction. In fact the prediction of the mouse class
is slightly affected by the perturbation of this feature and this is
reflected by the value of IR close to 1. The last interpretable feature
reported in row 4 of Table 2 clearly highlights the line between
floor tiles. By perturbing this feature, an increment for the mouse
class probability is obtained. Thus, the original model based its
prediction on this feature. It is highlighted by the low IR value of
0.68, suggesting that the black-box model mainly uses this feature
to make the prediction. Moreover, the IRP coefficient confirms the
relevance, positive or negative, of each feature showing the same
decreasing trend between IRP and IR .
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Class P(C) %
hand_blower 26.20
washbasin 13.93
soap_dispenser 11.90
toilet_seat 8.77
toilet_tissue 7.35
mouse 5.10
Table 1: The top 5 predicted classes for the original image in
Figure 2a. The real label of the imagewith the corresponding
prediction is highlighted in bold.
Features Pertubations P(c) % IR IRP
0.99 5.10 2,96
1.17 2.87 2,00
4.67 1.09 1,09
7.49 0.68 0,36
Table 2: Features perturbation impact evaluation.
EBAnO summarizes the knowledge gained by IR through a
visual report (Figure 2c). Each interpretable feature is colored ac-
cording to the influence that it has on the prediction of the target
class. Figure 2c is characterized by three different colors with dif-
ferent intensity: red describes a feature with a negative impact
on the prediction of the target class, yellow represents a neutral
feature for the class of the image and green shows a feature with a
positive impact on the prediction of the correct class: the higher the
intensity of the color, the higher the positive or negative influence.
Through IR and IRP EBAnOmakes it possible to distinguish be-
tween really useful features andmisleading ones. Moreover, EBAnO
provides useful knowledge for understanding whether a feature
with a positive or negative impact on the prediction uniquely iden-
tifies the target class with respect to the other predicted classes.
Figure 3 shows the report for two images belonging to the same
class pizza (Figures 3a and 3c) along with the selection of one of the
most significant features analyzed by the model shown in Figure
3b and Figure 3d respectively. For Figure 3a the model is not able to
distinguish between the relevant features and the misleading ones
with a predicted probability of belonging to class pizza of 3.71%.
Moreover, the visual report in Figure 3a shows a positive impact
for all the extracted features. To understand the reason behind this
behavior the IRP values for each feature should be analyzed. Figures
4a and 4c show respectively the trend of the IR and the correspond-
ing IRP value for each of 10 interpretable features. The feature in
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: IRP evaluation
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Relation between IR values (top) and IRP values (bot-
tom) for the features of two images belonging to class pizza.
Figure 3b corresponds to the second most positively influencing fea-
ture (9th bar in figure 4a) with IR = 3.02. However, the misleading
knowledge contained in the feature is highlighted by the IRP bar
chart shown in Figure 4c. The IRP value for this feature is largely
lower than 1, with a value of 0.09, meaning that this portion of the
picture has a great influence not only on the target class but but also
on a multitude of classes. Thus, in this case the model produces a
wrong prediction because of the presence of features that positively
influence many different classes. On the opposite side, the second
report (Figure 3c) clearly shows how EBAnO correctly understands
the feature that positively influences the class pizza. In this case
there is a very influential feature (Figure 3d) that has a positive
effect that is noticeable in Figure 4b. Moreover, the IRP value of
6.49 confirms the positive influence of this feature, represented by
the last bar in Figure 4d.
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4 DISCUSSION
The importance of algorithmic transparency and accountability is
becoming evenmore relevant in our daily life [6, 15]. The quantity of
data collected and analyzed with very complex algorithms in many
different contexts is increasingly changing our lives. However, as
algorithmic complexity increases, so the risk of misleading results
increases as well: the more complex is the model, the more difficult
it is to assert the reliability and fairness of the algorithmic decision-
making process [5], thus also compromising the user’s trust in the
classification model even if outcomes are very accurate [17].
In the last few years some research efforts have been devoted to
explaining the behavior of complex black-box models in different
fields [1, 2, 5, 17] and by presenting different metrics to evaluate
the impact of input features on the final outcomes. The proposed
techniques have been tailored to unstructured (e.g., image and
text processing) [8, 17, 19, 22] or structured data [5]. Focusing
on unstructured data, some works have put forward metrics for
evaluating the impact of inputs on the classification outcomes [17],
while others have exploited image segmentation [8], visualization
methods [19], or self-explaining techniques [22].
In this paper we have proposed EBAnO, a new engine for black-
box prediction-local explanation tailored to images. EBAnO shows
the explanation through visual reports and through the evaluations
of two new indices: IR and IRP . Similarly to [17] we analyzed the
impact of a set of correlated pixels on the final classifier outcomes
and we exploit a blur-perturbation approach as in [8]. However
we used a different technique based on hypercolumns representa-
tion jointly with cluster analysis to identify interpretable portions
of correlated pixels exploiting the information contained in the
black-box model, increasing the expressiveness of the explanation.
Moreover, we introduce different indices to study the local influ-
ence of input features with respect to the real class of an image
and the inter-class feature influence for each interpretable feature
of an image. In particular, unlike other works [5, 8, 17], we take
advantage of the architecture of the classification model to detect
the real behavior of the algorithm, extracting an interpretable set
of features that are significant and functional to the explanation of
the classification.
This preliminary work opens the way to many possible future
works such as the exploitation of local influence results to identify
global influence explanations, the analysis of the explanation for
different models, other than the extension of the EBAnO system
to the support of different types of unstructured data (e.g., text
processing).
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